
FUMC ESL Low Intermediate Lesson


For this lesson, use the Low Intermediate Book, That's Life.  

Turn to page 4. Read the lesson titled "Getting a Green Card". 

Mark these statements, T for true or F for false. 

1. _____ Yasuo and Allison met when they were college students in Chicago.

2. _____ They got married soon after graduation.

3. _____ Yasuo was from South Korea and needed a green card.

4. _____ Yasuo wanted to live and work in the U.S.

5. _____ Getting a Green Card was easy.

6. _____ USCIS stands for United States Citizenship and Immigration Services.

7. _____ Allison had to sign an Affidavit of Support showing she earned enough money to 

support Yasuo.

8. _____ They paid fees and hired a lawyer.

9. _____ They went to an interview with the FBI.

10. _____ Yasuo didn't get his Green Card.

11. _____ Yasuo was a criminal.

12. _____ Allison wants to move to Japan.


Fill in the blanks with the words in the table below. Then read your paragraph to the 
teacher. 

Yasuo and Allison _________________ when they were college students in New York City. They 
____________ in love and, soon after graduation, ____________________. Because Yasuo 
_______________ from Japan, he ________________ a Green Card.  Yasuo and Allison 
__________ file many forms with the USCIS. Allison had to sign an Affidavit of Support and 
show that she _______________ enough money to take care of Yasuo. They also _____________ 
fees for filing these forms and getting advice from a lawyer. A year later, a representative from 
the USCIS ___________________ them. Yasuo and Allison ________________ several items: birth 
certificates, bank statements, their apartment lease, tax returns, wedding pictures, and other 
personal photos. Their interview _______________ sell. But Yasuo still ____________________ his 
Green Card.


Write the present tense form of these irregular verbs. 
1. ____________________ brought	 	 2. ____________________ met


interviewed earned needed paid

fell didn't get was got married

had to met went brought



3. ____________________ said	 	 4. ____________________ had

5. ____________________ went	 	 6. __________________ fell

7. ____________________ paid	 	 8. __________________ got

9. ____________________ taught	 	 10. _________________ thought


Write the negative of these sentences. 
1. He got his Green Card.      		 	 ________________________________________

2. You brought your bank statements. 	 ________________________________________

3. She paid fees for filing forms.	 	 ________________________________________

4. My interview went well.	 	 	 ________________________________________

5. They met in college.	 	 	 ________________________________________


Discuss: 
1. Do you have a Green Card?	 Was it difficult to get a Green Card?  How long did you 

have to wait for the Green Card?   Did you ever think of giving up?

2. America has lots of gun crime.  Does that scare you?  Is there more gun crime here than in 

your country?

3. Are people allowed to own guns in your country?   Are you comfortable around people 

wearing guns?   


These are USCIS interview questions. Answer these questions about your spouse. 
1. How did you meet?

2. What do the two of you have in common?

3. Where was your first date?

4. Tell about your wedding.


Review: There are 3 ways to pronounce verbs that end in ED. They can be pronounced as a 
syllable, as in hated, started, ended. They can be pronounced D, as in turned, played, cleaned. 
They can be pronounced T as in hoped, walked, laughed.


Write ED, D or T beside each verb to show how it is pronounced.


decided __________	 	 needed __________    interviewed __________

signed ___________	 	 frowned _________	 wanted       __________

announced _______	 	 stopped _________	 cried           __________

kissed ___________	 	 helped __________ 	 washed      __________

waited ___________	 	 parked __________	 closed        __________


